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ioer KS,PS starting 
at 
7:45).  The supplement












writer Ken Luthy. 




































 it took 
both  the 
San











































the  early 
stages  of 
organ-











week  nothing 
happened. 
And then,






































group  of 
homosexual
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may  be 
pleasant  or 
unpleasant  
to him, 
but he does not
 have the right
 to in-
struct newspapers 






 to Gay 







 a 22 -year
-old 
freshman,
 and Pat 
McDermott,  a 22 -







 to Webber, since
 
Rafferty's and Swim's 
attack, the no-
toriety has brought more support
 out 
into the open. 
This  includes the support 
of Dr. David Newman, 
a psychology 
professor and counsellor, who 
has 
agreed to be the
 group's adviser. 
Support  also came from 
Associated  
Students 
(A.S.)  President James Ed-
wards who yesterday sent a 
statement  
conceining the 
attacks on the Libera-
tion Front and the Daily to all Board 
of Trustee members. 
In it Edwards said, "I support 
the  
Gay Liberation Front in their effort to 
add a constructive force to the San 
Jose campus community. I support the 
Daily in their coverage. 
"I support also Dr. Burns and Dean 
Martin 
in their actions of the past and 
hope they show 
continued  insistence 
in the 
future  to basic student civil 
rights." 
What action Dr. Burns takes in the 
future probably 
depends  on two things. 
First, he will wait before
 acting to read 
the 
investigation report of Dean 
Mar-
tin 
concerning  Gay Liberation at 
SJS.
 
He will also wait
 to hear what 
the  
legal counsel
 of the Chancellor's office 
has to Say 
concerning
 the 
legality  of 
such a group 
forming




All the while Gay Liberation moves 
closer to recognition 
by Student Coun-
cil. A constitution has 
been written. 
(Dean Martin has seen it and has, un-
officially
 approved of its wording.i 
The  
fifteen member minimum on 
the 
group's
 roster, as set by school rules. 
will be easily met, 
according  to Web-
ber. Student council members are ex-
pected to vote
 "liberally" when Gay
 
Liberation formally requests recogni-
tion. 
Yet even if these 
steps  are carried 
out in a 






Dr. Burns, may 
legally,  if they feel the 
situation
 calls for such action, refuse
 
the Gay Liberation
 official San Jose 
State College approval. 
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95114, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1969 
FIRE, FIREMonday, at approximately 2:30 p.m., a 
fire
 broke out in a 
shed (used as a storage area and garage) at 940 S. I I th St. No one was 
injured. Damages included two motorcycles d.2siroyed, an old foreign car 
ruined, one neighbor's storage shed was scorched and another, which 
contained 
a freezer, was damaged. San Jose District Fire Chief Tony 
Sapena said that the cause was 








 will have 
the first 
opportu-
nity to hear 
a discussion of 
Jorge  
Borges's
 "In Praise 
of Darkness," 
which  will be 
published  later this 
month, today at 
12:30 p.m. in the
 
Umunhum 








will  conduct the 
seventh
 
installment  of this semester's 
faculty 
book talk series. 
Lackadailycal  
Colitrars  to wiloontleit 
rumors
 /kill-
ing around the 
cannon.,  the spartail 
Ilails did not 










  'al in nature (dead-





sure I, the 






































































 accepted the 
SAB decision,
 









 its privileges are 
re-
stricted
 to handing out
 literature in 
its own name." 
All other privileges are 








 on Oct. 14 as 
the SAB was requested to 
revise its 
first decision, made 
last June, that 
recommended SDS be fined $1,000, a 
one semester suspension 
imposed  and 
probation until the Associated Students 
(AS.) Judiciary
 heard the matter. 
There was much controversy sur-
rounding the SDS demonstration 
against Police Week and the ensuing 
hearings by the 
SAB and the Judiciary. 
The SDS had an A -frame picture 
board  
placed  next to the
 Police Week 
tables at the
 MacQuarrie Hall quad 
last semester. 
The 
SDS  did not have a permit
 to 
be 
there  and agreed 
that it did 
not,
 
but argued that  
it had a right 
to
 be 
there  as an 
educational
 process and 
to 






























that he received a 
letter  which told 
nothing 
more
 than that his










called it a personnel
 matter which is 
not 





noted  that the Electrical 
Engineering  Department,
 "which is in 
the best
 position to 





him for tenure, 
which left him with 
no 
doubts 
that  the decision 
was reached 
after
 much political 
pressure had been 
applied. 
Assemblyman Floyd
 Wakefield (R -
South 
Gate)  made Kurzweil's 
tenure
 a 
public issue when he 
claimed
 that the 
instructor was a 
"dedicated  worker for 
the far
 left," while a student at Uni-
versity 
of California. 
Kurzweil is the 
husband  of the for-
mer Bettina Aptheker, a leader of the 































-hear it,  
according  to 
bylaws. 
However. the 
Judiciary  did not agree 
with Dr. Dusel that the 
recommenda-
tion was 
equal  to 
probation
 after it 
reviewed  the case, and 
then decided 
unanimously 
not to re -hear the 
case, 
but  to forward it to 








now opens the ease to appeal 
by 
the SDS. Ron Harheck,  
representative 
of the 
Radical  Action Movement of 
the  
SDS, made his 
official  appeal yester-
day. 
He was to argue
 whether or not 
the 
restrictions should go into effect when 
they did, or 
after  the appeal 
question  
is solved, but the Judiciary did not 
make the quorum requirement
 and the 
matter 
is











A Dean of Students
 Selection Com-





 for the $1,617 to $1,967
 per 
month 
(on a 12 -month 
appointment)  
position
 of Dean of Students. 
The present Acting Dean
 of Students 
is Robert Martin who 
replaced the pre-
vious dean, Stanley
 Benz, who is  on 
special 
assignment




 will make 
recommendations  to Pres. Burns. The 
administration  is urging faculty, staff 
and students to submit
 the names of 
potential candidates to Dr. William J. 
Dusel,
 executive vice president, to 
in-
sure consideration by the committee. 
The committee has 
identified  the fol-
lowing areas of 
confidence and experi-
ence in consideration of the candidates: 
concern for student needs and prob-
lems, a basic respect for 
students  as 
human beings, special concern for stu-
dent activity areas, coordinative abili-
ties in 
Student
 Personnel Services, 
creativity in new programs,  good health 
and







































 onler, see 
page  five. 
By BOB 




 Nixon's great 





 lottery in 27 
years has 
apparently  decided the fate of 
850,000 young 
men in the 19 to 26 age bracket. But conflict-
ing 
reports,  







leave  most 
of the nation's youth  in serious 
doubt 
as 
to their chances 






















of activity  yesterday
 morn-
ing as students waited in line
 to find out 
exactly what their
 new "priority number" 





By noon, Hutchison had spoken to 
More  
than 15 students who came to his office, and 
answered numerous inquiries over the tele-
phone.  While he was speaking with Spartan 
Daily reporters he was 
interrupted
 six times 






Hutchison  was 
only
 mildly busy 
com-
pared to the clerks






























office to receive information regarding the 
consequences of the 
lottery,
 and the phone's 
been ringing at the rate 
of one call per 
minute." 
At 2 p.m. 40 persons 
were  waiting in the 
office for a chance to speak 
with one of the 
three clerks. 
A meat -counter style  "place -
saver" showed the clerks
 were waiting on 
individual  "17," while the next
 number to be 
torn from the 
rack  was "66." Although many 
persons tired of the wait and 
left,  those re-
maining 
were
 likely to be there 
the  better part 
of two hours. 
What did these individuals get for their 
effort of flocking to these two "information 
centers?"nothing! 
Hutchison said he was forced to tell those 
who inquired that the information was simply 
not available. "There 
are  still too
 
many  goes-
tions left unanswered." he said.
 "All I could 
























































































































 birthday was 
assigned the 
priority  number one. Each 
draft
 
board will therefore select
 all men with a 
number
 one priority, except those with defer-
ments or exemptions, 
before  any man with 
numbr
 two priority is taken. 
Those whose
 assigned 
number  are 
not 
reached by the end of the year will be free 
from draft liability 
except  in the case of a 
national emergency. 
The 
administration  is indicating
 that 
fewer 
than half of the draft eligibles will have to 
worry about being called up in 1970. Military 
authorities  estimate their manpower  needs
 at 
near 250,000, which means dates toward 
the 
bottom of the 
priority list will be relatively 




paranoid clerk at the local 
San Jose Board. who asked that her name 
be 
withheld,









We expect to 
have  the information within the 








can  tell those who 
come




 that the 
actual  rules and 
regulations have not :is yet been 




While  many 
complicated
 
questions  remain 
unanswered,
 











 of 19 
and 26 


















the  order in which
 their birth-
days 






The basic guideline most often
 quoted is: 
If a person's birthday was drawn in the first 
122 numbers it is almost certain
 he will be 
called  for induction in 1970, if he does not have 
a deferment. 
If a person's birthday was drawn between 
number 123 and 244 it is just a matter of 
hick whether he will receive his draft notice 
or not. All he can do 
is wait it out and see 
whether the draft calls at his local board 
reach 
his number. 
If a person's birthday is drawn in the bot-
tom 
third from 245 through 366,  there is 
little  
chance that he will 
be drafted,  as the quotas 





 first lottery year, things were a 
little  bit different than they will 
be in the 
future because the
 drawing covered every man 
between
 the ages of 19 and 26.
 In future years, 
only 19 -year -olds
 will participate in each 
year's 
lottery. In this 




 the jxriod 
of uncertainty 
about 
the draft will 
be reduced from 
seven 





 part of the new sys-
tem is that regarding deferments. 
Naturally 
enough,
 it is this 
area
 that is 
threatening  to 
provide a 
loophole  which can








pert on the 
new  draft plan, 




the year he 
wanted  to 
he
 most exposed












out  of 
school.





 the end 
of a year in 
which it 










 can give himself four 
years to 
choose front by starting college under a defer-
ment at age 
19. If it appears, during one of 
his four years, that his priority number will 
be bypassed, he could simply drop out of 
school, join 
the 1-A pool, and wait out the 











 matter how late in the 
year a student 
loses his deferment,
 he rejoins that year's pool 
- in effect, his draft exposure becomes only a 
token.
 






ably could not 
escape the draft by 
this 
method,
 hut Flanigan 
predicts









priority  numbers. 
































































how it feels 
to





























































































































years f rum the historic day 
he 
disembarked
 f ruin 
the
 Kigle  
module.  
Nlan  i 
in tile 
/11  














contend  that the first 
I .S. satellites
 shouldn't 
liae  orbited. 
They  supply 
eon%  incing 
arguments  
centering
 on the 
exorbitant  cost 
of the 
span







sores I ix.. -tars 
ation.








moral  aspects 4if 
sending  Matt 
into the infinite
 tinin%ited.
 so to 
speak. 
14kocates
 of spare exploration 
maintain
 that realist 
ical  1%. it could 
pro% ide much future benefit 
in all 
areas of human need. rather than f 
unc-
tion






They cite the tremendous mineral 
wealth on the moon and among the 












 and the 


















gi%  en 
rontart  































rompetit   
between nal 1011S. 
S11  iii erferl. 








at' . much 
the same 
as 1111 al I 
aller  
iSSIleS
 of any import.
 Rot most argu-
ments 
miss  the point. 
Man





his  earliest 
origin
 been 




 and rhatige. %nil he has usually 
fulfilled his calling.
 
Gi% en the state of 
the planet today 








It remains for us to guide those na-













I n as watching the
 fp :30 114. \Os I Ile 
other  
night, I 
derided I will 11111re 110 
reser-
% at iiii
 hen I  Ica%e the 1'  
try.
 
III .1 fen 
hiss
 item..







- t t 1.11 
%%011.1
 111111 1111111 
Mardi.  That 
Iii... s.slslIg
 soldier 
i. going 10 gel Off 
scion 
fret. 111 1 
end.  1 el's kelp it t   11 110 \\ 
Pentagon Imo .. The ears 11111 Of the bag. 
Ind that old 
feline ean be 
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111.01111%
 a parking 
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el
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ii, 11111.
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:ire 41 \ 
Leaving
 
bark in again. The people
 will forget by 
Nlarel),
 




 I nail  
where 
that 1111. 1 .S.








 .or . 11111.1  1..-
11111111.se. 
Nut,,;; ii 
worried dial this might impede 
the Moratorium effort. Gosh no, 11r. l'resi 
'lent. This isn't g  4 to snag the war el 
fort  
 bit. Look at all the military re 





think for   it, 
Ii.
 lite that they 
%ill !literals slopping ilis war 
bsoanse 
the  l'inkills s,r stit thing
 else. 




the tight  %
 
sitllauu 
ion,  and 
let 
lit..-.- interest rates shoot 
sk % high. 
ma hook at it this %..1% , it makes !nisi -
ties. more rhallenging for  t of I lll s l 
Milted
 rie, ma related to the war. 









correct I%  and 










VIII  \ ell ill.
 11, 11 
the  
parents of the 
dead  -"Hier







President himself, and suitaldr for fram-
ing. 
VViillare "Let's win ihis 
war militarily. and then pull out." 
its sliothing. 
all  we %mild lune to do 
is,
 
militarily  is to drop
 
Ills 1  I.
 
on all 
of  sl rbitia, and South 
Col





tulip  for 
kellt. 111. Ile \ Ile\ 
sing the singers, 
merril%. 
I, hat hot 
milielie% 
able  ? The eig 1.11111-
lia Ines are
 outdoing themsel%es to make 
I 











lloo Illoo-o eigarel 111111-




 is g   g to fall for 
this. 





their  idoer ads? You,. 
Cliirag,p The Chicago
 pollee chief ad -
milled
 that his men got jit-I














seeing them in art'  
 
Ii,. 
said,  "it 
dis-
tressed Ille a great deal.- 
No
 111.141 10 1.   
1111.111 in
  




 ended milli 
lite
 S   
Cigar'',




for as Kent. lic%.
 
u.%.  




s  -thing Ilnre. 
After 
listening










time far 5 K en; . 
"For 
inventory purposes, 
















I win defend, as I 
have,  the right of 
Ill,  Daily to 
make factual reports 
on news-
worthy
 eV1.111s. .111,1 1 he right 
of
 the Daily to 
offer fair 










ointments  about Trustees  
SWilll and is, 
in
 my Judgement, in-
defensible. I helieve the Daily owes apologies 
to these men. 
llooliert %V. litirms 
'lleaningful Service' 
tidallor: 




Board  would 
like 1,, lake t hi.. opportunity

















 the low: hours 











Y0111.  Work  With 
Ille
 
A 1111,11, 1 11.1..11 11111.111 .11111 the %allots, student-
:1110Mo s and einiehes in a field of service that 
often goes 
unrewarded  and is unknown to 





goes with you as 






 other important 
assignments
 ha* the t'ollege. 
Charles 
11e11  
Athletic. Board Chairman 
'Illegal Rally' 
Editor:  
The San Jose State 
College  administration 
is 
trying  to 
kick tilts 
off eampu.s. They 
have
 











 an SIN demonstration last 
spring during, Police Week broke the 
"tune,  







Rules like Title 5 :11.1




 appointed by 
them. 
These rules are ni impartial, hut rat her are 
dosieried tit 
111-011.1.1 1111. interests of 
stiper-rieh  




eri.disni.  The Elba 1 realiOn






 by 110. 
Trustees)
 is 









11111%. 1 d 
t 
lark
 rather than SerV1S the 
'Jowls.. 
Wle are college administrations all itemss 
the 
eutintry
 aft aid of 
SOS?  Because ..S1)S 
has 
played a 





 lug business 
the
 
Trustees.  11515 
the volkges and 
universities
 























 5115 list 
a 1,11111..1.1 ,I 
opposinv it( 
rn
  and the 
es lel ions pf woorkeis by the Board M. TEIN)11.11S, 
Thlel WeekS 11140 Yale MO students
 sat -in 
demanding  the rehiring




Whii  WaN fired by a raeist supervisor. 
'rills Week ui Sail .1050 
Stale, the 1111111011S1ra-




 from some 
of the 
biggest ,sorsoinalions in the world I., recruit 
management 
personnel.
 SDS oppiNes these 
vorporations for 
then. exploitation and 1100rell. 
Skill of US and Thin!




 Oil. which coat rots 










word pet $1 I/1011 in wages
 to 
Venezuelan
 workers I 
John
 ierassi, '"rhe Carat 
51)5 sees the need 
Fear
 I atm 
America"i.  
I., fight this 
oppression 




















 UN 0U11111LAS 
of 
the big businessmen 








NO'YE::  The 1/ally regrets any 
derogatoor mm111111.111% 




Page 2 cart   Nov. 24. The 
cart   depicted Arab sIrtiory over 
Israel
 
as a mirage. The IMO /11.4.1.10iarily 111/1111-
tidos nentrallO on OM. controversial issue. 
Mit the Page 2 earldom, a contract. with 
the Register -1'H   syndicate, Is not
 










have upset Trustee 
1)tulley 
Swim of Carmel. Obscenities have upset me, 
too, and I would like to lay thon out in the 
Oren. 
Nationwide, and there is nothing to indicate 




 ;ire over (I0, 70 
per 















 to Ronald Reagan's and 
about 
half  liate 
never


















obscene that these men 
intrude so 
heavily on 





 that they 




 It is obscene
 that 
these 





















 example of 
why 18 to 21 
year -obi 





maturity!  do 
not meet tip 
to voting 
responsibilities  








llody presiclintial eleetion. 
is a 
"learned" sample,
 asking to vote 
reganling 
mankind's (mow
 tvvitieti we 
"elders"  
botch  up 
pretty









erawlis1 out from tinder rocks
 etc.,
 


















 are doing 
these  elections? 
flow










 111 Ile ready 
tit  IS to %ob. nationally? 
























Today, I feel like 
writing a letter 
\Owls  is 




whirl' include, a t 
least one personal t t aek. 
But
 you 
don't  print 
51101
 "rot
 ten, cesspool filth," so 
I 





feelings  1 OVVII 
Uncle Blur Max 
and  Rumble Ihimm Dud. 
Some other
 time. And after 
the Trustees 












j 1 isl 

















 lead been dran it first 
in the lot tery 
.nviledakcs for an al 
1-4.% pense paid trip to 
Vietnam.
 
V1 hen asked b 





















mills  Ilir 
rest of the 
fella.. and %. Bit
 ins 1111 is. 
,,is
 1101 eallie 
at 
%rung   





Fredd,  [bulky Wls 11111. Of Ills' 
-11111C 
1011.1.11 night. Ile
 was dran ii I in -I. 
and
 Ibis,. **non- the right 







tween the age- 
of 10 and 21i were drawn 
in the hollers. and 
the number ranking 
deter  .11 lo their
 isirlinialles holol them 
ssliellier 
diet  \sill 110 
drafted
 or mot. 
Persson:ilk.







 down the list. 
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a re ills! 
their 41rafi









the feel   
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I he 
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rating.  are 
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see  111111 hear 
the plac-
ing














was  roile,.  












young  men 
M  lay 
night  died 
little by 





pasted  oil 
the  huge 
board.  
For s  
 i Sepl. 
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short,  for 
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no 4.  
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your  number's 
Ills!"
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 and Sunday, 
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 college 
year.  The 
opinions
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-Editorial Ext. 
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it's  for keeps 
All 




a precious and 
enduring love. 
Happily,  these 
cherished moments 
will be 





the name, Keepsake 
is in 
the ring and
 on the tag, you 
are assured






diamond  is 
flawless, of superb 
color, and 
precise modern 
cut.  Your 
Keepsake  Jeweler





lovely styles. He's listed
 in 
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(Si  
evolui
 len and 
(hid






 ` I ill.. 
dinator
 I, I Par,nthood, 











 111 I he I Well -
Birth Control Plan 
A group of S.IS ssoilent in-
terested 
ii. 
orgaimit Mg a birth 
control 111111j1111, Si ill 












101111:i of circulating petitions to 
gain support for their eat's,. 
Any I.  Perned slialents are 
widesmie to 
attend 







S.111 .1, !..41;111 (..11111`;40 










 well as sill-
MPlits are 
invo...1  




will  depict 
Chicano eulturs. There will be 
no rover charge to any of the 
events. All donations raised 
through 
(he  festival will be (*Nisi 
in She Chivano Scholarship fund. 
Chairman of the 
lit VII it's, 
Lela
 t.'havez, urges the 
commu-
nity to attend. 
'The  Chicano 
students are 
part of the commu-
nity arid the community is part 
of us. This mutual identity needs 
to Ix, revoimiz,s1.- she said.
 
Art produced by students will 
he 















































































 that Slime all,. 
$
 silltions to the 
problems.
 
From an rvolutismary stand-
point
 




 reproshme most 










 human culture. III 
agi icultural 




 and daughters  an. 
neoded so 















however.  while the 
,,aith's
 resources are distinetly 
smile,
 repro:Islet ion Seellls 
inlirir
    
Slse
 






Mill. placed th, I/011111a-
11011 19,1111/S11M 
at
 the head ol Ilie 
isology  
crisis.





six  per vent 
of the population, yet (oilstones 
fill 
per  cent of the resources,
 ne-





At the wane 
time, she called 
she Anierivans
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 grows 



















of the people 
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 in the next 
few 
years. 
TIIK  111(1 
BOMB  
'The final 
conclusion  to th, 
popula  I ion 
explosion  is, 
of
 course, 




















rest of the 
world.  
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POPULATION  TALK -Steph-
anie Ivis, college 
coordinator  
for Planned 
Parenthood,  Inc., 
addressed  200 SJS 
students  




















 breakfast, as full stom-
ach :sod :1 
content  feeling make 
a differenre in 
a and 
teen's attitude and approaeh to 
sehimpl. 
Yet many 
ehildren  ruining frinn 
Is w 
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pa:oiled  a Breakfast
 Program at 
the Mil Lady of 
Guadalupe  
Church 








the iVe young men 
and four 
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A Tico's Taco 
is 
right foi both 
occasions. 
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Information  Phone 
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Jan.
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 in a 
talk  
before









































































 hut in the 
smoke -filled 
- - - 
rooms." the Black legislator said. 
lie  said them has 
been
 new 
political sophistication when 















 compared to 
three in 
1960.  
Declaring that Blacks cannot 
depend upon Whites to bring 
about reforny 
he
 had praise for 
the young Blacks who "forced 
Black Studies on the colleges." 







 the system and de-
manding and influencing change." 
Asked about the recent cut-
backs in state EOP monies. Dym-









































330 5.10th  

















low waisted in 
tough









































that a "liberal" coali-
tion 
had  helped add
 
FOP funds 
after  the bill first arrived on the 
senate floor. 
"The author tot the bill) 
as-
sured us that FOP was provided 
for and we didn't hear from the 
FOP leaders or state college 
lob-
byists," he said, 
Dymally also 
blasted  the White 
demonstration 
projects  set up in 
his district of Watts 
and  said 
that 
they are a "bigger hoax than 
Black capitalism." 
"Them has not been a single 
new 
project  in central L.A.," the 
heart of the 
city's  Black commu-
nity,  he said. 

















 a more 
profound  
sense  of commitment








radical  Black 
leaders  in jail." 














semester  the 
first two

























RULEMATESusan Damante is featured in the 
December  issue 
of Rule Magazine. 
Sponsored  by the SJS Engineering Depart-

















tan Bookstore. The 
issue, 
which sells for 35 cents, contains 
articles  
on 

















































his  9:30 







































I E. San 
Fernando  St. 
8:30-5:30
 
daily  & 
9-4 
Sat,  
Theatre Workshop his group will 




 the days of 
"Ding-Dong School" 
and "Rom-
per Room," Davis 
started  the 
morning 
off with a song,
 sung to 




























went  on to 
explain 
the 












going  to 
:ich
 what we 
do, 
why 







that  the 
workshop,
 which comes with 
a  
$4 registration
 fee, will meet
 six 
hours a day 
over Christmas va-
cation and teach






















Is that polities 






 is a 
'5 -(lucid.
 We're not






not interested in making it to 
Broadway, 
Ve're not interested 
in going to Hollywood. I think 
maybe we should take them over 




Davis  is ()pi:wed
 to Sall Fran-
cisco's Ametican Conservatory 
Thcatm college lirolessional the-
aters  and San Francisco's Actor's 
Workshop. 
"They don't relate









 asked if 
"Ifair" was 




concerned  with Davis 
replied emphatically,
 "'Hair' is 
the 
opposite. I'm really 
annoyed  















of 'Hair' isn't even a hippie or 
a street
 person. He's a 
million-
aire. He 
took 'Hair,' put it in 
































into the rest 
of




















Lead your own life. 
Enjoy it. 
Don't let life let you down 
because 
of
 a silly head-




as an Anacin* bottle. 
Anacin is twice as 
strong  
in the specific pain re-
liever doctors
 recom-
mend most as the other 
well 

























barnstorming, giving free per-





"We do as much political work 
as possible on campus.
 By politi-
cal I mean when a group on 
a 
campus 






done  work for the SDS and SNIC 
and usually split 





er, who happened to he along, ex-
plained





of 20 people 
who are paid
 $20 to $30 a 
week,  
is a non-profit 





 a day 
with one day off 
a week. We eat 
together,  cook for 













into  a 
discussion
 










can't buy you. They must buy the 
whole
 group. They 
may control
 
you but they 
can't  control the 
whole group because they're in-
dividuals." 
He 
used Janis Joplin as a case 
in point. 
-They came to her and said, 















a year and 







you a star, 
a sot:el.-star." 
'She








aand in with the freaks. 
They'll  
use her 
until she's dead and then 
make a movie called 
'The Rise 
and Fall of 
Janis  Joplin,'" 
As 
it neared 11 a.m. Davis
 put 
in a 






 in it 
should contact 
Doreen Bauman, 
director of the 
Experimental  Col-
lege. 






















governorship  and 
every-
































 plus a 
scholarship  
as 








Chinese girls from 
SJS  
should  
ntact the Chinese 
Chamber
 of 
Commerce.  730 
Sacramento  
St.,  









should be sent 
to 
the 







Jan.  7, 







age  17-26, is 
eligible  
to 
















































































 majority" are 
seen 
entering
 the local Selective
 Service office 













were in vain, as 
no
 one at the local board
 had 
any information as 




 NOTE: This a Apr. 
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1-125 
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$2.98 
Abotiginal 
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S7.99 
T ,las from 








Now $2 98 
HUNDREDS MORE 70 SEi. CCT FROM 
Fiction.
 Travel. 












FOR  A Ge'10D CHOICE, 
IF YOU 
WANT A BOOK. ANY BOOK 
-Ask 
us
 about  11 - 
chances are 
we can give you immediate 
informar
 
as to price. 
exact 
title 
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UNIDENTTIED  ST./DENT 
paces
 the 
fioor as he 
awaits his 
turn to 
nee one of the 
thr,  e c!erks in the 




office.  As many 
as 40 people were 
in 




periods  of up to 
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the  fIrst 
letter  




ttf  tall for 
InduetIon
 








































 & Santa 
Clara Sts. 
10°. OFF REGULAR PRICES 
WITH 







COIATunlefitions Antenna System None 
Entjrlainment Products 
Satellite Systems





You'll find a future
 
at Philco-Ford 
Your future will be as bold and 







 figure  
will





and you might 
work
 on anything front
 satellites to 
communications systems. 
to
 mcroeleritronics,  to home 
entertainment
 or appliances it s 
your  chance to be 
as good 
as you want 
to












when they visit 
your campus. Or, 




 Streets, Philadelphia. 
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it 8:15  in 
the  Concert 
Hall
 of the 
7.10.:0 building. 
Under the direction













Men's  and 














 and "Maria Walks
 
Amid  the Thorn:" a 
Hungarian 
carol, "Christ  of the 
Snows:"  J.S. 
Bach's  "From 
Heaven  Above:" 
and 
"Slumber







Pick one up the
 next 
time 
you  drop by at 























































































































































































students  that 
the postmark
 


















































































16 at 8 p.m.
 in the San 
Jose  Civic 
Auditorium.




 $1 admission 
chat ge for 
adults




Robert  Manning, 
the Messiah is 
a traditional 
SJS  Christmas ac-
tivity.
 Proceeds go 











































 Prof. Kenneth 
Dorst 
hopes  thinks 



















SO WE MAY SERVE 
YOU BEST, PLEASE 
PROVIDE
 ANSWERS TO THE 
FOLLOWING,  
AND 
DEPOSIT  IN COLLECTION
 BOXES ON 7th STREET










frequency  do you use the 




 (Indicate how many times per week) 
9-12 p.m. 
Monday -Thursday? (Indicate how 
many times per week) 
Before 12 
noon,  Saturday? (Indicate how 
many times per month) 
Do 
you  use the College Union on 
Sunday?
 (Check appropriate box) 
Regularly
 ' I Once a month ri 
Seldom  1 1 Never 
Which  areas at the College 
Union




 hours mentioned above. 
(Check appropriate box) 
[j] Gencral building and information center 
El Browsing library and music listening rooms 
[:3 Bookstore ' Games area 
I-1 Snack bar nj Meeting rooms 
If you have never used the 
College Union, please explain briefly why. 
Suggestions to 
improve your College Union (If 
more  space is needed please use 
blank
 































































































 of inside 


















































































































































































011 the America's 
Cup
 races 
will  be 






 at 8 p.m. in 
ED100.  Also 
included on the 
agenda will be 
a discussion of plans 
for Sat-
urday's first 
league regatta of 
the year, which 
will  be sailed at 
Lake Folsom. 
In this year's invi-
tational regattas at Folsom and 
Berkeley, SJS skippers Fred Pax-
ton and Bob Simpkins sailed off 
with the first 
place  trophies. 
;tad




"The 480" in 
the novel is a 
real
 
computer  that 









number 480 represents the 
480 
different  classifications that
 the 
American people
 are divided into. 
Criteria for a 
specific classifica-
tion 
are  political affiliation, 
geo-
graphic location,
 religion, sex, 
education,  income, and occupation. 
With "The 480,"
 Dr. Devlin, 
a 
lady behavioral
 scientist, and 
a 
slick 
P.R.  man named Madison
 
Cumer, John
 Thatch begins 
from 
near 
obscurity  to battle tradi-
tional political 
party  machinery 
to and capture the 
nomination
 by 
manipulation  of 
the  people by 
computer
 and mass communica-
tion channels which 
relay com-
puter
 edicts to the people. 
NEW AND OLD 
The 
characterization  devised 
by 
Burdick
 is superb and
 is 
analogous to the 
central themes 
of the new way against the
 old 
way. The new 
are all young, 
bright, methodical,
 efficient, con-
fidents, and scientific. The old, 
represented in the novel by Na-
tional Party Chairman Bert 
Kel-
ly, 
are  proven, veteran, com-
mitted 
to past ritual, relying on 
instinct, disorganized,
 and at 
times uncertain . 
"The 480" shows 
the trend of 
politics.
 The computer now 
has 
the voters'
 'number. Many people 
will find this
 disturbing and up-
setting because no one wants 
to 
feel manipulated, 
but  Burdick 
makes no stand 
for or against 
the computer or scientifi- re-
search in politics. 
That  is left up 
to the reader. Does the end al-
ways 
justify  the means?
 
Burdick does, however, and to 
the betterment of the novel, man-
age to infuse the entire book 
with a combination of cynicism 
and outrage, to contrast the sin-
ister deeds with 
the good inten-
tions of the characters who are 
in reality a mere microcosm of 
the entire American 
society. 
Educational Theater r 
ALTAI 
meets here 










of the chapter," Dorsi plans 
to avoid the usual passive confer-
ence format. His chapter has 75C 
members,  including every college 












 in scene 
paintnig 
techniques,  and instruc-








Assoc. Prof. of Women's P2.. 
Carol










 9 to 10:30





 by SJS 
Drama  Prof. 





 in the College
 









duction,  will 
debut  in the College 
Theatre. 
At the same time 
"The  
Odd Couple," 
a San Jose City 
College production,
 will be pre-
sented
 on that campus







 also present 
"The 
Night  of the Iguana" Satur-
day at 8:30 p.m.
 in their theater. 
Dr.
 Dorst, who was
 recently 
elected to the AETA's National 
Board, says
 the conference hopes 
to establish a better dialogue be-
tween 









 and Souther Cal-
ifornia 
chapters  of 
AF:l'A 
have  
combined to form the 
California  
Educational
 Theater Association. 
One of 






Drama, and Fine Arts 
in general, 




So far they've succeeded 
in 
obtaining
 grants and financial 
assistance for many drama 
schools and theater groups. 
Despite 
connection  with 
educational meater, Dr. Dorst 
believes that this form of theater 
"has been basically irrelevant in 
the past. 
"It 
can be relevant," he con-
tinued, "when it 
realizes present 
problems."  
Dr. Dorst disagrees, however, 








"The things that happened in 
the 
past
 can teach us. Educa-
tional theater teaches the student 
all aspects of which he needs to 
learn when performing modern 
plays," Dr. Dorst explained. 
"Most big drama schools could 
be considered archaic. But if 
better plays were 
written  we'd do 
them. Educational theater does 
plays that would never see the 
right of day in other theaters. It 
also spends
 time training future 
playwrights,"
 he said. 
A special exhibit 
of Stewart 
Chaney's stage
 designs and a 
buffet luncheon in the SJS cafe-
teria Saturday are included in 
the conference. Registration, open 
to anyone, will be held
 from 3 tr. 
5 p.m. 
Friday, and 8 
to 9 a.m 
Saturday in the Speech and 
Drama building. 
Eight Plays Announced 
For ACT's 1970 Season
 
The drama of an 
illiterate 18 -
year -old French farm girl, who 
led armies to victories
 and 
crowned a king before she was 
burned
 at the 
stake,
 will be pre-
sented by the American Conserv-
atory Theater during the 1970 
season.
 
ACT's production of 
George
 
Bernard Shaw's famous play will 
open 
late in 
March and is one of 
eight new 
shows  to be presented 
during the 
coming







March 7 at 
the Marines with  
Os-
car Wilde's 
"The  Importance of 
Being Earnest" and 
March  21 at 
the 




 directed by 
William 
Ball.  
Also on ACT's 1970 seasor 
schedule  are Tennessee
 Williams 








































tired  of 
take
 home 














































































































































start to the first "swingers," Captain Arch Stout and Lily Lee 
Pon, 
"Swing-a-thon"  Queen. This 
swing  will be 
kept moving 
continuously

















Scholl  iti the 
U.S. 
Geological  
Survey.  Marine 
Geology


































Survey, and has 
studied many 
areas including the 
Bering  Sea and the 
west
 coast of 
South 












 from the minor-
ity community will 
be part of a 
















panel  will discuss "Big 
Business and 
the  Minority Com-
munity"  and "The 
School of Busi-
ness  and the Minority 
Student." 
The
 panel includes Glen Tony, 
Black EOP 










 professor of 
business;  
and Dick 


















 Caps Toy 
Drive 







kicked  off with 
open-
ing ceretnonies 
Monday at 8 
a.m. 






 by Sigma Nu 
Frater-
nity and 
Sigma  Kappa sorority. 
to
 collect toys for
 the Marine 
Corps' 






 for the project, 
feels  that programs













campaign  that I realized
 
the full impact of 
what  this pro-
gram 
does,"  he said. "Most
 people 
don't realize






 Last year, over 
25,000  
children in the Santa 
Clara-San 
Jose  area 




present  for 
opening  cere-
monies







































































































9th & Santa 
Clara 
Phone: 795-4321 
tem today. "People hear rumors 
about the death of the system," 
he said. 
"It's easy for others to 
get up -Might
 with talking about 




 are not abstract 
issues,  
however. 
"The help by the fraternities 
and sororities on campus 
with  
projects such as 
the moratorium 
and 'Swing-a-Theon' touch indi-
viduals and are a step toward 
solving problems." 
Vice Mayor Norm Mineta feels 
that "Swing,a-Thon":  is a grat 
project and something that the 








many times as only smoking pot 1 
and tooting their own horn. They 
will 
point to San Jose State as 
an example of the typical college h 
campus, because it is nearby. 
You.
 
by your project, are creating a 
positive image for the college 1* 
campus."
 
A new cross-section of recipi-
ents for donations 
was  introduced 
at the opening 
ceremonies.






and Sigma Kappa will 
tits,.
 
swing  tr. 
to help the Indians on Alcatraz. 
Blankets, food and necessary 
items for children, such as dia-
pers, are needed. 
A 
station will be set up in 
the 
swing area at 148 S. 
11th
 St., as 
well as 
a booth in front
 of the 
old cafeteria,  for 
donations  
for 
the Indians. This drive will take 
place 
Thursday

































Major  Milton 
S.
 GoMis- of how 
he
 
opoi.., -  
There is an organization at SJS 
sociate 
professor  of 
military
 sci- sure and
 give..  
which 






 a group is 
harder  
organize and 
1,..,,1  ,tt.ii . 
prior to the 
Revolutionary  War,  
than 
it 
sounds.  It 
consists  of 





The SJS Ranger Unit, based on 
ing able to 




the principles taught 
by
 Robert 











 being able to 






minize the gleam 










years,  a selected 
accomplish its mission.
 The leader 
honor  of 
ranger v 
number











son to wear the rangers
 patch. 
the unknown







 sixteen students 






























II. Fellman. Is... 
)1, 
have just
 been named as rang- 
evissings. etc.










Cadet  Major 
Grady






























James  It, Willis, social 


























psychology. These four cadets 








highest  scores on   
the Ranger's
 Qualification Test. 
The test consisted of map-read -1 
ing, compass reading and a lead- 
":-.1.)7,1rir?1,47clizfr
  ' - - 








the problems one 
would face in 















semester  Sometimes 
they 





















 at Mt 
Hamilton or on 
campus.
 Each 
cadet has a 





 held tonight 
from 7:30
 to 9:30 in the 
PEP,  
building. It will include 
volle%.  
ball,  basketball, swimming,
 table 




 will be held 
from 




the dance. Co-rec is held every : 
Wednesday and 






















































need fewer of them.
 
Fewer 



























































and holds some more. 







chunks  of 
cotton.






 than you do 
ol sit Ds.) 





They come in regular or 
super.  
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shown  at 











week.  The 
racers began 
at
 the middle of 
Seventh Street,
 as shown at 
right, and trotted (raced?) 
to the
 Spartan
 Stadium and 
then back to 






























































 6:30 p.m., Guada-
in. All students in -












it 0 1,,,, ( tub, 7 p.m.. College 
I-1,11 
meeting.  
Tours,  10:30 a.m., 
.1, 
.,r1 Wednesdays. Tours 
 trom the lobby of the Cen-
1 Wing 
by
 the circulation desk.
 
_A 







































Tau Delta Phi, 
7:30  p.m.. Part -
flea Room, College Union. 
Spanish
 Club, 3:30 p.m., Ccxsta-
noan 
Room. College Union. 
Guest 
speaker, Mrs. Sabato will speak 
on "Argentinian 
Folklore." 
Society for the Advancement of 
Managenivnt, 7 p.m., JC141. "Big 
Business and the Minority Stu-
dent will be the topic of a panel 
discussion. All students invited. 
Election of 
officers  is also sched-
uled. 
Disabled Students, 1:30 p.m. - 
3:30 p.m. College Union, Guada-
lupe Room. Social get-together. 
Kappa Alpha Mu, 7:30 
p.m.,  
to 
meet in JC101. Election of or:, 
cers is scheduled. Following el,',' -
(ion  a guest speaker will lecture 
on photography.
 
Circle K. 9:30 p.m., Guadalupe 
Room.
 





Costanoan  ! 
Room, College
 Union. All inter-
ested students invited. 
TOMORROW  
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fuss a 
























 If you 
love
 to 


































































attending  law 





School  in San 
Francisco are
 invited to  
meet
 
with J.T. Bader, dean







 B, College 










To Aid Library 
Ills
 




 Ito.. .I; the libra 
r 
and we 
welcome the order," James F. 
Martin,
 head of the Public Ser-
vices 
Department in the SJS li-
brary, said yesterday. 
In a move 
to meet more needs 
of the 
student. Martin informed 
the 
Spartan 
Daily  that,  as of 
Monday, hook request forms were 
made available for students 
to 
till 
out When in d,sh'ed book is 









quest forms is now 1,xated on 
t, 
p of each departmental card 
catalog file, and two such boxes 
are in the win card catalog file 
on the main floor of the library. 
"All a student has to do 
is in-
i icate.
 on the form, the
 title and 




 name and address. 
lie  should
 















































 who lack 
the  en-
ergy
 to walk two 
blocks to get 
dessert.  SHARE 





morrow  and 
Friday  from 10 
a.m. 
to 2 p.m. 
Goodies






Proceeds  from 
the sale 




the 759 SJS 














































































have  n 
opened 
1)3'  local and 
peril]' 





interviews.  Today 
is his 
last date to sign
 up for an 
4 pcintment in the Career Planning ! D 
Serving State Students





































































Which  is 
something
 that your 
parents 
will probably
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NCAA Soccer Tournaments 
EDITOR'S NOTE:















1968.  This 
story  con-
tains 





held in 1959 at 
Storrs, 





















weather  that 
will be long 
re-












winning  its 
second








3-2. In earlier 
games, St. 
Louis  














 St. Louis 
2-0  before 
6,500 fans in 
Public  School Sta-
dium 
in St. Louis. 
St Louis 
missed a 









St. Louis came back
 in 1962 to 
edge Maryland
 4-3 at St. Louis
 
before 
6,231 fans. In an 
earlier 
semi-final game 











Bilikens defeated Navy 
3-0. 
The 
Bilikens  entered the 
1965 
tournament
 at Brown 
University  





















started  a new string
 
by downing Michigan State 1-0 
before 1,234 fans. 
Although the 
game was 
billed  as MSU vs. SLU, 
the 
Michigan roster was domi-
naeed by 
St.  Louis -born players. 
In 1966 
the semifinals were 
held
 on the West Coast for the 
first time at 
the University of 
California. Long Island 
defeated  
Michigan State and USF
 defeated 








 before 5.000 specta-
tors. 
The 
1967 finals were 
held  
again  in St. Louis and  
the Bell-
kins responded 
by becoming the 
first 
team to tie for the 
title  as 
Michigan State

















became  the 
first  schools in the 
South  to co-
host the 
NCAA Soccer  
Touma-









Basic  Regulations 




are  only 17 rules 
in soc-
cer,
 but their interpretations
 are 
as numerous and 
vast as the 
game's 
audience, which is the 
largest

































Athletic  Director's 
Message
 
SJS is pleased 







marks  the 
first  time 
that























especially  fitting 
that the 

























who  have represented this 
school, to the 
outstanding  
teams, 
and  to the 
enthusiasm of 
the 






Spartan  soccer 
team is comprised 
of
 an unusual 




 a broad spectrum of 













much that is good 








 a successful 
unit. 
Students, 
faculty,  and alumni of SJS 












best wishes to those teams
 competing for the coveted 1969 
NCAA 
soccer  







San Jose State College 
serves who may be used during 
the game any number 
of times. 
DURATION
 OF GAME: Four 
22 -minute periods with a 10
-min-
ute overtime period lin case of 
tie) under intercollegiate 
rules. 
The clock stops 
on each dead ball 
in the last three minutes of the 
third and fourth quarters and in 
any 
overtime  period. 
SCORING: A goal (one point)
 
is
 scored when the whole of the 
ball passes over the goal line 
between the net and under the 
crossbar, provided
 it has not been 
thrown, carried or propelled by 
hand or arm 
by an attacking 
player.
 
OUT-OF-BOUNDS: The three 
methods  of putting











 Are awarded as 
a result
 of a foul. In all cases the 
referee is the
 sole judge. No foul 
is called
 unless it 
is intentional.
 
The three types of free 
kicks  are 




Easily the most 
controversial
 rule in 
soccer.
 Brief-
ly,  an 
attacker  is offside if there 
are not at least two defenders 
between 
himself and the goal at 
the time the 
ball  is played to hit.. 
There are no 
offside.  CM corner 
kicks, 
throw-ins,  goal kicks or 
when the
 referee drops the
 ball. 
ment. The game was played at 
Georgia Tech's Grant Field. The
 
two finalies, Michigan State and 
Maryland 
fought to a 2-2 dead-
lock and were
 declared co-cham-
pions. Maryland led twice in 
the 
contest at 1-0 and 2-1, but each 





Overtime  play 
did not produce a score 
and Mi-
chigan State, for the 
second year 
in a row had to 
share the NCAA 
crown. 





State, 4-3, on Rocco
 Morelli's four 
goals, which 
set  an NCAA indi-
vidual scoring mark in one 
game.  
San  Jose led 
2-0
 early in the 
first  
quarter,
 but Morelli evened 
the 
score  by half-time. 
San  Jose State 
went out
 in front 3-2 after 
inter-
mission, only to 
have  Morelli tie 
it all at 




 in a sudden death win
 for 
Maryland. 
Michigan  State advanced to 
the finals with 
a 2-0 victory 
over  
Brown.
 Brown had some 
great  
scoring chances in 
the second 








 and Alex Skotarek
 
while,  Michigan 
State's  Ernie 
ment returns 
to the West 
Coast  
were putting MSU
 ahead with 
two second 













Conferenoce  to 


























 at its 
best Thursday night at Spartan 
Stadium 









sity  %cal start 
things
 with the 
first game 
at 7 o'clock 
with  the 
University of San 
Francisco and 
Maryland 




with  the second 
game at 
9 p.m. 






















































 of USF who 
were beat-
en by the 
fifth  best team 
in the 
HOBERT  













Jose State College is 
hon-










appropriate  that 





we have hosted 
at our college, be 
in the area 
where  we have 
ex-
celled
 through the 
years under 
the  able 
leadership
 of Coach Jul-
ius 
Menendez.
 Your presence here 
is 







San  Jose 

























evening  at 
7 

































gain its spot. 
Maryland, the
 defending en -

























 ago with Har-
vard
 winning the East. 
Maryland  
the South; 




 Ear West, 
of leadership that 
coach Menen-
dez 
has given intercollegiate 
SOCCOT. 
Let me take this opportunity 
to welcome
 all of you to our city 
and our 
campus.  We hope that 
you will take the
 opportunity to 
become 
better 
acquainted  with  




 one of the largest 
of our 19 
State Colleges. 



































team, over the 
past  twenty years.
 
This past year 









and field, water polo and 
judo. 
Our congratulations go to the 
teams participating in this 
cham-
pionship event, and our apprecia-
tion is extended to those
 of you 
who 














nation  - San 
Jose State


















 as they 
dumped  SJS 
3-1 before 7.500
 fans at Spartan 
Stadium 








endez, the coach of the
 Spartans. 
is 
predicting a NCAA soccer at-







turns sour, they'll be a lot of 
people curious 
enough to attend 
Thursday's activities to find out 
how good other soccer teams 
throughout the nation are. 
Although most of the teams 
rosters have the names that have 
made  soccer famous - - players 
Soccer 
Tickets 





sociation  soccer 
championships  
will cost SJS students 
a little 
more  
but it's worth it. 
Although regular season 
games were free to SJS stu-





 charge since the tour-
nament Is an NCAA 
affair. 
Student tickets will be 50 
cents %%
 
WI adult ducats $1. 




of the teams list a pre-
dominately American unit.
 
St. Louis did not get all of 
its local 
talent  as Harvard and 
Maryland have several players on 
their rosters from the 
city that 
has gained the reputation as the 
hot -bed of American soccer. 
Maryland, who defeated 
SJS  
4-3 in last
 year's semi-finals, will 
he out to "defend" its crown. 
The Terepins were declared
 co-
champions along with Michigan 
State last year when the game 
ended in a tie. 
NCAA 
RECORD 
Rocco Morelli, who will be in 
Maryland's 
starting lineup Thurs-
day, was the person  responsible 
for that. The senior scored 
all  
four goals against the Spartans 




record  for most goals in 
tournament competition. 
Despite his heroics,
 the junior -
at -the -time, 
was  not voted the 
most 
valuable  player award. SJS' 
Mani Hernandez,
 then a sopho-
more, gained the honor. 
None of the teams in this 
year's 
semi-finals  are new at 
playing in this tournament. 
The University
 of San Fran-
cisco whipped Long Island Uni-
versity of New York 5-2 at the 
University  of California in 1966 
to gain the national
 crown. 
St. Louis' name is in the record 
books as often as the New York 
Yankees and 
Green  Bay Packers. 
The Bilikens have won five
 na-





 on other 
occasions. 
Maryland has also been
 in the 
tournament
 several times and 
has won the crown on two occa-









 for the first 
time 
in 
the  last two 
years who 
is the 




St.  Louis and 
Michigan  
State tied for the 
crown and in 
1968 Michigan State got
 another 
half of the 
title  with almost the 
same 
Maryland team 
that will be 
in 
action  tonight. 
Although 
experience  is 
the key 
to almost every championship 
team, 
most  of the rosters of the 
four
 




 loaded with underclassmen 
Some of the names on these 
rasters have been part of cham-
pionship clubs
 including those on 
the










has several players 
back from lest 
year's  co -champs 
and St. Louis has a number of 
names 
on the roster that ap-
peared 
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eager, are back at 
work  
against 
a rugged  








soccer team in the 
\CAA. 
we
 urge sou 
to attend 
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 has come 
a long wa, 
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 size in 
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her,  is to 
make 
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Friday  nighta, 
but the rest
 of the team 
reavt- 
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understand  




















































through four goals 




















 in the 











It Was a Good 


















 13 of 15 
games, and 
finishes  as the fourth 
ranked 

























but failed in 




in the NCAA 
championship bracket,
 to he 
staged
 at Spa rt 
an Stadium, 





 of the 
sea-
son, I 
didn't  think 









































































































St. Louis 2. .31111 llll i 0 
St. 
Louis  3, Berlin 
Unia erslt y 1 
St.  Louis 2, 
Florissant  Valles 
8 
St. Louis 14, 
Northern Illinois 11 
St.  Louts 6, Rockhurst I 
St. Louis 2, Quincy
 I 
St. 















Louis 4, Souther Illinois 





















3, Geo. %Vitshington 0 
fi. Clemson I 
5, 
N.
 Carolina St. 0 
4, Houstrd II 
Catholic U. I 
I, Ntny I 
2, Virginia 2 
6, Peon state 
0 
5, Iteorgelfmn 0 
4. Duke 0 
3. North Citrolinit 
5. Virginia I) 
4, South Florida 1 





























6, Boston Unis 
entity  11 
2, Columbia
 0 
5, Cornell 0 




1.1.1111hanlai  1 





 Connecticut  
it 










USF, via its 3-1 win over
 
SJS Saturday, 
saw to it that the 
Spartans
 didn't go farther.
 The 
Dons 




Louis and Harvard clash in 
the 
other. 
SJS' appearance in the finals 
would have given
 local soccer a 
real boost. Nonetheless, the tour-
ney is expected
 to be a spectator 
success if 
the crowds which 
turned out for the Spartans last 
three 





20,000 enthusiasts to 
its final 
three  games. 
1969 was really two seasons in 
one. "We 
really  didn't 
find 
our-




in October I." Menendez 
said. 
The Spartans won their first 
seven games of 
the campaign by 
relying on Mani Hernandez' scor-
ing 
talents.  The junior ace re-
sponded with 18 of the squads' 
43 points during that time. 
But following 
the  loss to USF 
in the SJS Invitational Tourney, 
coach Menendez formulated a 
new 
formation  that 
utilized 
the 
individual skills of the players 
in the 







soccer  of 
the year, roll-
ing to six straight wins and a 
38-3 
bulge  in scoring. Included in 
those 
victories
 was a 3-1 
win  over 






















Rasim  Tugberk 
9 Nick Skirka 
10 Rocco
 Morelli 
12 Larry Ruhs 
14 Karl Ashlock 
15 Mike Katynsky 







20 Sefa Ocak 





Jerome  Schiavino 




0 Emerson Trefer 







2 Bruce Detora 
3 
Solomon Gomez 
4 John Gordon 
7 
Phil Kydes 
8 Phil Axten 
9 
Bill Brock 


































19 Jim Draude 
6  Steve 
Frank 
23 






22 Pat Leahy 
5 Jim
 Lecher 




18 Jim Niehoff 
7 
John Pisani 
9 Gary Rensinq 
8 Mike 
Seerey 
12 Al Trost 
































































































































SJS in the record book as the 






 players stood out
 for 
the Spartans during the cam-
paign,  and "all showed improve-
ment" according to Menendez. 
Junior college ttansfers
 
Nadi Ghafouri and Hamid 
Sitedian finished two, three in 
team scoring
 for the Spartans. 
Joe Pimentel was the fifth lead-
ing scorer and got the winning 
goal against Air Force in SJS' 
tournament.
 
Andre Marechal, who 
Menendez
 




 with eight 
goals, including two in the 3-1 






Spartans was reflected in the all -
conference team. SJS placed sev-
en players on the two teams, 
more 
than any school. 
Included on the first





Pavic, all repeaters from 
1968. Also gaining berths were 
Marechal 
and Ilif Trondsen, who 
Menendez said was a season -long 
standout. Ghafouri 
and  Al Rodri-
gues nabbed second team berths. 
Additionally, Rom.swinckel, who 
Menendez calls "one of the best 
players we've ever had," and Her-
nandez,
 who had "a great year 


















u, a junior from Gambia, 
West 














compiled  a 1400 
record
 enroute to the 
NCAA
 















5 Sylvanus Madu 










II Emilio Ugarte 
12 
Albert  Verner 
13 George Colaizzo 
14 Ken Alonso 
15 Shaw Deghan 
16 Jim Parienello 
17 Larry Dineen 
18 Victor Duran 
19 Felician Hernandez 
20
 Leon Heitman 
21 Alex Robustoff 




















































































son opens tonight at Stanford. 







Maples Pavilion, now in its sec-
ond year of operation. 
Despite
 the loss
 of all -confer-
ence center Darnell 
Hillman  to 
the Army for two
 years, SJS has 
eight
 other lettermen returning
 
including 
All-American  candidate 
Coby Dietrick.
 
Diettiek will have quite a load 











among several other tall Spartan 
forecourt
 men. 
A 6-11, 235 -pounder, Dietrick 
led the Spartans in scoring last 
year with 368 points while play-
ing in all 24 games for a 15.3 
average.
 
He also pulled down 
226 re-
bounds, second only to Hillman's 
327, and is expected to take 
OVPI' 
as top board man. 
REBOUND POWER
 
But Dietrick should get plenty 
of help from Veasey,
 
a 6 -71 -2,228 -
pound senior letterman, a n d 
Hamm, a 6-7 junior who grabbed 
117 rebounds 
last year while 
starting about half the games. 
Hamm is "the most improved 
player on the squad." according 
to head
 coach Dan Glines, and 
such improvement could make a 
world of difference for the
 Spar-
tans who aren't lacking in height. 
In addition to Dietrick, Veasey 
and
 Hamm, 
who  will be 




man  Butz 


















































sophomore  Gordon 
Ciochon  are 







































































































play  all-out 
in 
situations  
demanding  it 
with-
out fear 











































 be taking 
aim 
at 









years  of 
varsity 
service







































greatest  Spartan 
scor-

























































 hit a 
career  
high
 of 30 
points  




























































































































 to show 
your 
appreciation











 and "fun" 
tesis,  to slum him or 
her that you really 
care or 
111.0 
50itte  reall.i 
interested.







 loci- a 
fat  trite 
beverage.




cektasialnta  Lounge   






























































































 Confel-unci. last 
season
 with an 11-3 
record
 and a 
16-8 overall mark, 
including  a 
brilliant  71-69 victory over na-
tional
























year,  the 
Spartans  have 
"only"












































































































































































































































Tulsa   
Civic  
Dee, 9 
California   
Away 
Dee.  12 
Utah








U.   Away 
Dee, 18 
Denver








































   
Jan.

















Feb. 14 *San 
Diego State . 
Feb.
 17 
*Fresno  State 
Feb. 20 




Feb.  28 









69 Fresno Stotts. 
98 
California 















49 'Santa Clara 
109 Nevada (Reno) 
$9
 f'St. Mary's 
68 "Univ. of Fluff's'. 



















































































ium against University of Nevada 
at Reno Friday 
night and Univer-
sity
 of Tulsa Saturday night. 
The Spartans will he 
considered
 
one of the favorites 
in the fledg-
ling PCAA along with Long 
Beach
 State and perhaps U('
-




 SJS gets around 
to playing only PCAA games, it 
might have a record that would 
not 
resemble  a league co-favorite. 
But that's the possible price of 
a tough schedule. 
Clines has lined
 up one of 
the
 
toughest list of opponents in 
the  
nation including a tournament at 
Las Cruces, New Mexico, 
and a 
string 
of games in 
the Rocky 
Mountain area  where 
some say , 
the 
officiating
 is the only thing 
worse than the 
winter  weather. , 
. . ..... 
STARTER  C. 
J. Howard, 
junior letterman from 
San 
Diego, is expected to provide 
the Spartan
 basketball team 
with plenty of outside scor-
ing punch 
during  the campaign 
which begins tonight at Stan-
ford. 
Creil  Pipe 
Shop
 


















































 here. A 
successful
 insurance 
agent  has 
his own loyal 
clients.  Makes his 
own 
decisions 
concerning  them. 
And since he is 
successful,  who's 
going to 
argue?  
Get hip to our Campus In-
ternship Program,  Fact 22%, 
of this company's top agents 
began learning a n d earning 
while still in college. Move fast 
and as far as your talents will 




Long  and 
Assoeiatcs  
675 'N. 1st.
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ule. 
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FREE AUTO SORTING 
Open 7 










































































































THURSDAY  10 AM. -I I 
P.M. 
FRIDAY  AND SATURDAY












 in this paper 
0 

































franch fries, rod 
I5c 
drink all for 49c with 
this coupon. 
LIMIT ONE TRIO PER 
COUPON. One coupon
 
per family at one 
time.  Clip and 
present  
to the
 RED BARN 









 1141' WIN' 4 FREE IPI \ 
\ 
WITH THIS COrPON 































































































































































































































































































play  a 





















 is on 
action. 
However, 
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45 Reanehmun, Leo. 
6-6 
210  















24 Engel, TOM 
6-3 
194 
















23 3IeSherry, Keels 
5-11 150 
43
 Paul, David 
6-5 
195 
31 Peters, Keith 6-2 
180 
21 





20 Taylor. Rich 5-10 
170 
42 'Leiner,




 Stun Morrison 
ASSISTANT COACH: Doug Raaiieaire 
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Sigma Chi had 
166 




















































































 to the 
City




of cable cars, 
Fisherman's
 
Wharf.  And 
GRACE 
BALI....  a secretarial










secretarial  courses. 
Executive, 




National Placement Service 
Enrollment Dates:
 Feb. 
9, July 13, Sept. 21 

























































































 16. II Weeks 
$255. 
June  15 -
Sept.
 22 





Weeks  $295. 
July 5
























































29 I think I 
































 sins. Aster's 
Coin 
Auto 











' ENTER I n 








 Cl- and 
Beginners  welcome. 
Start
 
cetween 6 and 9 PM,  
it, in anj 
game
 except the 
championship  game, the 
score is 
tied at the
 end of the 
fourth  pe-
riod, a toss of a 
coin will deter-
mine choice of 
direction





 will follow. 
All  overtime 
periods 
will be sudden 
death, 
meaning  a goal 
at any time in 
any 
overtime 






period,  a count 
of corner 
kicks shall 
be kept. If 
at the 
end of the fourth 
overtime  period 
one team 
has one or 








 the winner. 
If both 
teams have
 the same 
number of 
corner  kicks, then
 at least two 
more 
overtime 
periods  shall 
be 
played and, 




shall be counted at 




 until a 


































































Auto.  Trans. 
 :  v  -)  i ,r evenings. 
subsequent even -numbered over -1 








E pnai owner. Best of. 
lobe
 continued 
the next day until 
- 
a winner
 is declared. 
SO YOU'RE -; a "TURKEY!" Clean 
at the end 
of the fourth, or any 
If
 in the championship game 
the score 
is
 tied after the fourth 
overtime
 period, a 
toss of a 
coin 
shall
 determine choice 
of
 direc-
tion and the teams
 will play five-
























 of both 
teams,  may 
terminate 
a game 
and  declare 
the teams
 co
-champions  if envi-
ronmental
 conditions




















484 E. San Carlos St. 
San Jose - 
287-7550  































































































































































































































Waikiki  Village, 
15466 
San  Jose - 










professor to responsible 
couple
 in exchange 
for caring for 
his 
3 
school  age 
children,  Feb. to 
May
 only. 
For edditional info. 264-3994 or SJS 
Ext. 2782. 
PART-TIME & 
TEMPORARY  babysitters 




HOUSING  IS) 
COLLEGE COUPLES WELCOME!
 - 2 










 FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: To 
share 2 bdrm. apt. with 3 
other 
girls. 
























































week! Fin   condition. 
----2'?
 
FOR SALE 01 
U.S. 




Bell Bottom Pants, Pea 
Coats, & 
Camping Supplies. HIPPIE FASHIONS: 
Furs, Leather & Suede Jackets, Velvet 
Goodies. Jack & Pat's 3rd Hand Store. 
375 E. Hedding St. between 8th & 9th. 
Hours 
11-6. Closed Mondays,   
FREE EAR PIERCING - FAST - 
PAIN-
LESS with purchase of 
Gold  Earrings. 
(from $7.50) Call for appointment, 
297-
6522. Evelyn's, 40 S. 1st St. Downtown. 
SKIS '68 Kastie (200) Marker Binding. 
Used
 once -broken
 knee. Must sell,
 
$110  
or Best Offer. Call 287-0379.  
ENCYCLOPEDIA,
 20 








per  mo. 























Catalogue  free with 
first or-
der. 





TAPES.  All cxrent
 
45's,  









through  a whole-
saler. 
Order by Tues, 








 - 1021 
High  Rise Dorm.
 3-5 M.F. 
287-3481,   
WOODLATHE,  12" 
swing,  4' long - 
$29.95 new. Radial Drill 






 Tilt -arbor 






292-0409  or 1 
blk. from 




 WANTED: to 




Need by Dec. 1 or Dec. 15. 5 blocks 
I I1D- -BM. APT. at 545 S. 
9th





 or see Gary at 
595 
S. 9th St. #2,  
MALE ROOMMATE:
 Senior Graphic de-
sign preferred. Partial 
furnished
 1 bdrm. 
& 
studio, 595 S. 
9th $62.50/mo.  All in-
cluded. Call John 







#2I. Two months rent
 
for $75. 287-1011. 
FURNISHED
 ROOM at 
















near college. 165 E. 
Reed St.















needed  to 
share a nice 
cozy house 
with  2 ethers 
- begin




ROOMMATE.  Own 
room  in 2 
bdrm.














semester.  Deluxe 2 & 3 
bdrm.  
apts.,
 all electric 
kitchens.
 470 Apts. 
470 
S. I 1th 
St. Mgr. 
287-7590.   
LIBERAL  FEMALE needed.
 Own room 
$60/mo. 1004 
S. 8th 292-8545. 
MALE ROOMMATE
 NEEDED: Upper 
div.  
to share
 2 bdrm. Townhouse at 
Royal  
Lanni Apts. - Pool, Sauna. $130/mo.
 
Call 
251-4022.   
OWNER 
SELLING
 villa at The Villages 
(Evergreen) 
below  cost. All Country 
Club privileges. Adult
 Condominium. 
Call 274-0175 After 6 p.m.  
GIRL
 NEEDS GIRL to share 
3 bdrm. 
apt. on 
Alum  Rock. $70/mo. Prefer 
liberal. over 21 - 
Call 286-6209 or 
251.0295.  
FOR RENT: 
One single room 
$35.00.  
One double $30.00 
H.E. Horn, 426 S. 
7th St., 
San Jose.  
GIRLS - 
there will soon be 
a vacancy 
in Allen 
Hall. If you're 
interested  please 
call Dianne in 
room








bdrm. house 15 
min. from SJSC 
$46.25
 per 
month  plus 
utilities.  Call 
259-0647  after 6.  
FEMALE 
ROOMMATES  









555 So. 10th, 294.3678. 









379-9819,   
STOLEN 
NOV. 10 in front 
of S/D Bldg. 












Rm.  321. 
Call  294-8741,  
LOST: 
A set of keys on ring 
with small 
Bowling Pin attached 11-3. Call 225-














LOST: prescription sun glasses
 in brown 
case. Rewnrd,
 Phone 287-3481. Room 




We Can Sell Anything 
See 
The  Orbiting "3" 
"HIGH" JULIE 



























































































ro Announcements (1) 
El Help Wanted (4) 
0 Personals (7) 
0 
Automotive  (2) 









Iast  end 












& Thurs. eve. 7:30-9:30. 70 
Hawthorne  










 a white Porsche on 7th 
& San 
Caro: (11-17)   
322-4100.   
ONE LOVING 
KITTEN
 is hoping her 
tiger
 makes
 his kill on 
or before January 
31, 
1970.  
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PER-
MANENTLY 235 E. Santa Clara 
St. Rm, 
513, 
Phone 294-4499.  
REMEMBER. 
THE  CLOTHES 
HORSE 
BOUTIQUE has the 
clothes and acces-





 plan. Many 
items













betweon 5 & 






298-7916.   
MALE  NEEDS RIDE from San 
Mateo to 
San Jose during spring 
semester. Will 
-hare 
expenses.  Call 





 in my horn.. 
Fast,  Ac-
curate.
 Minor Editing,  Mrs. 
Baxter. Phone 
244-6581.   
EXPERT
 TYPING SERVICE 
E.
 San Joao, 
258-4335 143 Bahama Way.  
RENT A TV OR 
















Can Edit. 5 miles















 San Jose.  
TYPING - 
my home 35c a page. Will 




OUTSTANDING TYPING - Electric, 
Term
 Papers, reports, manuscripts.
 Vivian 
Barker,  294.0076,  
TV's FOR 
RENT  - SPECIAL STUDENT 
RATE $9.00 per month. Call 
377-2935. 




We went your 
business  344 days  year. 
Astors
 Coin Autowash-732 
S. 1st,  Open 
24 hours a day -seven




 for Christmas to Now 
York & Europe, round 
trip. No fee. Cell 

















9:30-10:30  - 2-4 
 
Send
 in handy order 
blank  
Enclose 
cash  or check.
 
















letters  and 
spaces 
tor  each 
line)  
Print 
Name    
Addreas
   
City   
For   
Days 
Enclosed is $   


















allow 2 days attar 
&lean  for ad 10 01111011. 
It
 
